Create Your Own Superhero Worksheet

Complete the following items on a separate piece of lined paper. Please label each section on your lined paper.

The Basics:
1. Human Name:
2. Age:
3. Job or School Grade:
4. Favorite Food:
5. Least Favorite Food:
6. Pet Peeve (What annoys them?):
7. Greatest strength:
8. Greatest weakness:
9. Secret (beside their concealed identity!):

Their Background:
1. What kind of household do they come from? Are both parents living? Do they come from a single parent household? **Describe their family.**
2. Are they an only child or do they have siblings?
3. Who is their closest friend?
4. Does their friend know they are a superhero?

Origin Story:
1. **When** did they become a superhero?
2. **How** did they become a superhero?
3. **Why** did they become a superhero?
Superhero Basics:

1. What is their superhero name? **Why is this their name?**
2. What is their superpower? What can they do?
3. Give your superhero a flaw. (Example: Superman had kryptonite.) **“No Flaw” is not an acceptable answer!**
4. Describe their costume. (You can draw a picture of the costume to attach to this worksheet, if you choose.) **Why this costume? What does the costume do?**
5. What is their prop? (Do they have a car, like Batman? Do they have a special ring, like Captain Planet?)

Personal Feelings:

1. How does your character feel about their superpower(s)? Do they like or dislike them? Do they feel lucky or cursed?
2. If your character could go back to being “normal”, would they? **Why or why not?**

Outside Feelings:

1. How does the city feel about your character? Do they trust them? **Why or why not?**

In Action:

1. Write down what happened the first time your character used their superpower(s).
2. Write down what happened the most recent time your character used their superpower(s).
3. **How has your character changed from the first time to the most recent time?**

_When you complete this worksheet, you will prepare a 1-minute piece to present for the class. Consider how your Superhero would stand, move, talk; etc. For your presentation, consider one thing your Superhero has to share with the audience. What’s the one story that is on their mind?_